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– SKU code: ANO096
– Materials: English oak, glossy lapping cane, dimmable LED lighting with faux parchment diffuser set in 
a metal frame, 2 x black iron ceiling roses, 6 x adjustable steel rope grips, twisted black flex
– Lead time: 16 weeks
– Flex: 3m black twisted fabric flex (Please note power cable can follow tension wire from light box to one 
ceiling rose)
- Light bulb: Comes with LED strip bulbs included (5 year manufacturers warranty) and set inside an 
aluminium light box with faux parchment diffuser located in the centre of  the oak frame.
- Dimmer compatibility: Can be wired into leading edge control
- Bulb recommended:  Warm white LED strip 2700K 24V 14.4W/m (included) N.B. To replace the bulb, a 
qualified electrician should remove the aluminium plate (can be lifted directly out), disconnect, remove 
and replace the existing LED strip.  The plate can easily be taken off site for this and then repositioned 
and reconnected.
- Ceiling Rose: Comes as standard with 2 x black iron hook ceiling roses (max weight bearing 32kg 
each) with 2 lengths of  black steel tension cable to allow a 3m drop with adjustable grips (please follow 
installation instructions provided for configuration). Custom lengths can be supplied (POA)
- Compliance: These lights are wired by a qualified professional and comply with BSEN60598 which is the 
British standards code for portable luminaires under 1000v

Customisable Options:
- Additional flex can be provided
- Bespoke sizes and proportions can be commissioned (POA) N.B. Maximum dowel length for the 
wooden frame is 2400mm.

KNAP LIGHT
Drawing inspiration from the elegance and efficiency of Japanese craftmanship, the Knap Light by Annemarie 
O’Sullivan contrasts an ordered wooden framework against the dynamic wildness of around 8,000 cane knots.

W1800 x D650 x H1280mm | W70.8 x D25.5 x H50.3inches
Ceil ing Rose Dimensions DIA 132mm x H92mm
Hanging Point layout: 610mm apar t
Weight -14kg 
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Additional notes & guidelines:
- Colour tone and grain of  the timber grain may vary between batches
- This product will be crated by the maker with specific handling instructions included.
Special care to be taken due to the delicate nature of  the product. This light requires assembly to be hung 
in position- please follow the instructions provided. Whilst installing use the wooden batten provided, do 
not hold the oak dowling. Once the light is wired and hung at the correct height, remove the wooden 
battens. 
- This lighting fixture must be earthed and installed by a qualified electrician, in accordance with current 
wiring and building regulations.
- It is at the discretion of  the person carrying out the installation to use suitable fixings for mounting in 
the intended location.
- As with all natural materials, the colour of  the cane and timber may change slightly over time, 
particularly if  exposed to sunlight.
- Clean with a microfibre cloth or feather duster only

Installation guide:
- Securely fix the ceiling rose brackets to the ceiling, the position will depend on the drop from the ceiling 
and the desired angle of  the suspension wires.
- Remove the box lid. Do not remove any cable ties. Lift the light out by the ends of  the battens and place 
on a table below the ceiling rose. Feed the suspension wires and electrical cable through the holes in the 
ceiling rose. NB do not lift the light by its wooden frame.
- Remove the cable ties which connect the ends of  the abttens to the plywood cradle. A qualified 
electrician should connect the light and fix the drop of  the suspension wire, ensuring that the light sits 
level. If  needed the light can be held at the desired height by the ends of  the battens. 
- Once the installation is complete, remove the two battens by releasing the cable ties. 
(See overleaf  for installation diagram)
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